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Abstract: The existence of ovarian stem cells (OSCs) in women as well as their physiological role in
post-menopausal age are disputed. However, accumulating evidence demonstrated that, besides
the animal models including primarily mice, even in adult women putative OSCs obtained from
ovarian cortex are capable to differentiate in vitro into oocyte-like cells (OLCs) expressing molecular
markers typical of terminal stage of oogonial cell lineage. Recent studies describe that, similarly
to mature oocytes, the OSC-derived OLCs also contain haploid karyotype. As proof of concept of
their stem commitment, OSCs from mice differentiated to oocytes in vitro are suitable to be fertilized
and implanted in sterilized animals resulting in embryo development. Despite enthusiasm for these
data, which definitely require extended confirmation before considering potential application in
humans for treatment of ovarian insufficiency, OSCs appear suitable for other clinical uses, restoring
the endocrine derangements in premature ovarian failure or for fertility preservation in oncologic
patients after anti-cancer treatments. In this context, the selection of viable oocytes generated from
OSCs before chemotherapy protocols would overcome the potential adjunct oncogenic risk in women
bearing hormone-dependent tumors who are repeatedly stimulated with high dose estrogens to
induce oocyte maturation for their egg recruitment and cryopreservation.
Keywords: Ddx4; ovarian stem cells; fertility preservation; ovarian failure; anti-cancer treatments

1. Introduction
The detection and isolation of ovarian stem cells (OSCs) from mouse and human ovaries have
recently induced both enthusiasm and disbelief in the field of reproductive medicine as well as in
stem cell biology and translation to clinical medicine. This discovery also appears contrary to the well
accepted dogma that mammalian females are endowed with a fixed number of oocytes and follicles at
birth, which undergo depletion with age in parallel with a sudden exhaustion of follicles resulting in
anovulation and menopause. However, after the initial challenge to this decade-old dogma, concurrent
studies now strongly suggest that ovaries of mammals generate new oocytes and follicles during their
biologic life.
Two distinctive opinions concerning oogenesis were raised in the last 50 years, first by Waldeyer
and his group who claimed that before and after birth, oocytes originate from ovarian germinal
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epithelium [1], whereas Beard and coworkers proposed that all oocytes are generated during the
embryonic time before the birth and thus are exhaustively utilized until menopause [2].
Subsequently, other investigators described the existence of OSCs in the adult mammalian ovary
that are expected to undergo neo-oogenesis and differentiate into OLCs either spontaneously or under
proper culture conditions [3,4]. Moreover, animal models of infertility by iatrogen depletion of the
ovarian reserve proved the efficacy of OSCs in experimental re-fertilization [5]. Despite these data, an
eclectic skepticism persists, and the consensus on the OSCs existence in adult ovaries supporting their
putative in vivo role for the postulated neo-oogenesis and follicle assembly needs to be expanded.
Here, we revisit the literature with respect to the occurrence of OSCs in the woman ovaries, also
based on our experimental work, to address concurrent controversies.
2. OSCs: Do They Really Exist?
Zuckerman et al., in 1951, showed a preliminary observation of the OSCs [6]. They acknowledged
a long-held dogma declaring that in postnatal mammalian ovaries of most species no renewable
germinal OSCs may exist, thus sustaining the theory that a fixed pool of oocytes is committed during
the life for the female fertility with a progressive aging-related decline until the complete exhaustion
in menopause.
This assumption was subsequently rebutted by Tilly and co-workers [5], who investigated in
both young and adult murine ovaries the existence of OSCs capable to guarantee the bioavailability of
oocyte and follicles after birth. In their trials, to investigate the fate of GFP (green fluorescent protein)
positive oocytes in wild-type grafts, they transplanted these animals, previously sterilized by busulfan,
with ovarian fragments conjugated with the GFP from adult wild type mice. Nevertheless, along
with the persistence of these cells, the regenerated granulosa cells close to the GFP-positive oocytes in
the transplanted pieces were GFP-negative. This result suggested that OSCs after migrating into the
transplanted tissue were able to regenerate new follicles in adult mice. The skepticism also regarded
the methods used to distinguish unhealthy from healthy follicles as well as the busulfan adopted to
induce sterility, whose effects on OSCs are indeed unknown [5].
The debate, however, continued when Tilly and colleagues speculated about the existence of a
putative reservoir of oogonial stem cells OSCs in bone marrow (BM) of adult mice. In this regard,
they first described the presence of several germ cell line markers as SSEA-4 (stage specific embryonic
antigen 4), OCT4 (octamer binding transcription factor 4), MVH (mouse vasa homologue), STELLA,
DAZL and FRAGILIS in BM from adult female mice and then transferred their BM-derived OSCs
into adult females pre-treated with both busulfan and cyclophosphamide. As result, they observed a
consistent generation of new oocyte [7].
Subsequently, other investigators from the Virant-Klun’s group reported the presence of small,
SSEA-4+ stem cells of 3–5 µm of diameter in human ovarian superficial epithelium (OSE) that
abundantly expressed markers of primordial and pluripotent germ cells as well as the property to
independently differentiate into oocytes-like structures in vitro [8]. To isolate the OSCs from the ovarian
epithelium, initial methods used mechanical scraping and subsequent enzymatic digestion of ovarian
cortex fragments [9]. The putative OSCs were thus separated by density gradient centrifugation and
grown in vitro to verify their differentiation into oocyte-like cells. However, based on their lack of
SYCP3 (synaptonemal protein complex 3), a meiosis marker, these cells were proposed as adult OSCs
expressing markers of the embryonic stem cell lineage [10]. Subsequent approaches were based on
both immunomagnetic and fluorescent cell sorting (FACS) to detect both germ-line markers as DEAD
(Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp)-box polypeptide-4 (Ddx4), FRAGILIS, and STELLA, as well as stemness molecules
including OCT4A and SSEA-4, and confirmed the superiority of this method for OSC enrichment in
the sorted population with respect to oocytes or contaminating cells from other lineages. However,
although Ddx4 is a 79.3 kDa protein with an extracellular COOH-domain and a cytoplasmic tale
exclusively expressed by both oogonial and spermatogonial cells, several criticisms required that
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selection of Ddx4 cells, since this protein is prevalently cytoplasmic in early steps of oocyte
differentiation.
OSCs need to be purified only by positive selection of Ddx4+ cells, since this protein is prevalently
Therefore, Tilly and co‐workers standardized a FACS‐based protocol aimed at isolation of
cytoplasmic in early steps of oocyte differentiation.
OSCs by linking the cell surface portion of Ddx4, namely, through targeting its COOH terminus [3].
Therefore, Tilly and co-workers standardized a FACS-based protocol aimed at isolation of OSCs
The cells obtained by this technique were thus found to differentiate in vitro to mature oocytes,
by linking the cell surface portion of Ddx4, namely, through targeting its COOH terminus [3]. The cells
enlarged up to 30–50 μm of diameter, and acquire markers of terminal differentiation as GDF‐9
obtained by this technique were thus found to differentiate in vitro to mature oocytes, enlarged up to
(growth differentiation factor 9) and NOBOX (newborn ovary homebox), as well as patterns of
30–50 µm of diameter, and acquire markers of terminal differentiation as GDF-9 (growth differentiation
meiosis with specific markers and molecular cell modifications supporting the haploid karyotype.
factor 9) and NOBOX (newborn ovary homebox), as well as patterns of meiosis with specific markers
Besides the controversy concerning the Ddx4 as cytoplasmic and/or membrane antigen expressed by
and molecular cell modifications supporting the haploid karyotype. Besides the controversy concerning
OSCs in their maturation, Ddx4 positive cells isolated from postmenopausal women were
the Ddx4 as cytoplasmic and/or membrane antigen expressed by OSCs in their maturation, Ddx4
subsequently proved to differentiate in vitro and gain the pattern of large oocyte like cells showing
positive cells isolated from postmenopausal women were subsequently proved to differentiate in vitro
morphology similar to mature oocytes [11].
and gain the pattern of large oocyte like cells showing morphology similar to mature oocytes [11].
Initial work from our group binding the Ddx4 molecule for immunomagnetic selection of
Initial work from our group binding the Ddx4 molecule for immunomagnetic selection of ovarian
ovarian cortex cell suspension, showed that this protein is abundantly present in cytoplasm and at
cortex cell suspension, showed that this protein is abundantly present in cytoplasm and at lower
lower intensity on the cell membrane of three weeks cultured OSCs, thus confirming that such a
intensity on the cell membrane of three weeks cultured OSCs, thus confirming that such a peculiar
peculiar stemness marker is expressed during oocyte maturation and that by using reagents binding
stemness marker is expressed during oocyte maturation and that by using reagents binding its
its extracellular domain, it is possible to isolate the cells exposing the original germ‐line marker
extracellular domain, it is possible to isolate the cells exposing the original
germ-line marker belonging
belonging to OSCs [12]. Figure 1A depicts the enrichment of Ddx4+ cell population by FACS analysis
to OSCs [12]. Figure 1A depicts the enrichment of Ddx4+ cell population by FACS analysis in the full
in the full cell suspension obtained from the ovarian cortex and (B) the differentiation of these cells
cell suspension obtained from the ovarian cortex and (B) the differentiation of these
cells after 21 days
after 21 days of culture. As can be seen, although in the
presence of Ddx4+ cells acquired the
+
of culture. As can be seen, although in the presence+of Ddx4 cells acquired the morphology and size
morphology and size of OLCs, other small Ddx4 cells maintained their viability in the shape of
of OLCs, other small Ddx4+ cells maintained their viability in the shape of small cells.
small cells.
+

Figure 1. (A) FACS analysis of OSCs. Fluorescence flow cytometry analysis of OSCs after separation
Figure 1. (A) FACS analysis of OSCs. Fluorescence flow cytometry analysis of OSCs after separation
by immunomagnetic procedure. As shown, the Ddx4+ cell population was expanded after selection
by immunomagnetic procedure. As shown, the Ddx4+ cell population was expanded after selection
since the Ddx4+ cells were up to 75.8% of the full cortical ovarian suspension, with a remarkable
since the Ddx4+ cells were up to 75.8% of the full cortical ovarian suspension, with a remarkable
fluorescence intensity, thus suggesting the high molecular expression of Ddx4 molecule. (B) In vitro
fluorescence intensity, thus suggesting the high molecular expression of Ddx4 molecule. (B) In vitro
differentiation to oocyte-like cells (OLCs). After 21 days of culture, small Ddx4+ cells differentiated in
differentiation to oocyte‐like cells (OLCs). After 21 days of culture, small Ddx4+ cells differentiated in
large OLCs reaching up to 75–80 µm in size, with prominent nuclei and a perinuclear accumulation of
large OLCs reaching up to 75–80 μm in size, with
prominent nuclei and a perinuclear accumulation
organelles. At the same time, several small Ddx4+ cells maintained their size in cultures together with
of organelles. At the same time, several small Ddx4+ cells maintained their size in cultures together
the enlarged ones.
with the enlarged ones.
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in vitro to large mature oocytes, with progressive enlargement up to 30–50 µm in diameter, and expressed
YBX2 (Y‐box binding protein 2), SYCP3 and, moreover, molecular modifications toward the haploid
terminal markers as zona pellucida (ZP) glycoproteins, GDF-9, NOBOX, YBX2 (Y-box binding protein 2),
karyotype [15].
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regarding
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as across
Ddx4 to
isolate
OSCs However,
by flow cytometry,
asking whether
surrounding the existence of OSCs were improperly related to the technical procedures for their
or not OSCs comparably exist across various species. However, the controversies surrounding the
isolation since their detection also in human adult ovaries was suggested by growing studies. They
existence debated
of OSCs
were
improperly
related
the technical
procedures
for their
isolation since their
that
Tilly’s
group [17] focused
thetobigger
sized (5–8 μm)
OSCs, whereas
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detection group
also in
human
adult
ovariessized
was(2–4
suggested
by growing
They
debated that Tilly’s
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the smaller
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stem cellsstudies.
as very small
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group [17] focused the bigger sized (5–8 µm) OSCs, whereas the Virant-Klun’s group [18] considered
the smaller sized (2–4 µm) pluripotent stem cells as very small embryonic-like stem cells (VSELs)
located within the ovary surface epithelium (OSE). Therefore, based on both size and marker expression
of these cells in human OSE, as well as in other animal species, they concluded that there are two
distinct populations of stem cells, namely, the small sized, pluripotent VSELs (expressing nuclear
OCT-4A), and the larger OSCs (with cytoplasmic OCT-4B) [19].
VSELs are epiblast-derived pluripotent stem cells corresponding to primordial germ cells that
persist in very small numbers in adult gonads [20], whereas OSCs appear as tissue-specific progenitors
with larger size and dissimilar gene expression with respect to pluripotent VSELs. To this regard,
novel data suggest that tissue-specific progenitors deriving from asymmetric cell division of VSELs,
may undergo symmetric cell divisions and subsequent clonal expansion including the sphere formation
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before their differentiation into tissue specific cell lineage, as occurs for sperms in testis and blood cells
in BM [21]. However, the role in vivo of these stem cells in adult mammalian ovaries and the intrinsic
factors that regulate their biology are still unclear. Bhartiya and co-workers postulated that VSELs are
the most primitive, pluripotent stem cells in ovary that give rise to committed tissue-specific progenitors
including OSCs, expressing OCT-4 in cytoplasm in association to other germ cell markers [22]. It has
been also reported that VSELs are relatively quiescent in vitro, in contrast with OSCs that rapidly
undergo division and generate germ cell nests before their differentiation to oocytes.
In line with studies by others, we have recently reported that OSCs express receptors for the follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH) and that the process of asymmetric cell division including the self-renewal and
generation of OSCs by VSELs appears to be influenced by FSH, particularly through the alternatively spliced
isoform (FSHR3) of the growth factor type 1 receptor [23]. We have also provided evidence that OSCs are
obtainable from menopausal women, thus suggesting that stem-like cells with ovarian germline pattern
are definitely detectable during the entire ovary life. By using immunomagnetic separation based on the
expression of the membrane Ddx4 followed by DEPArray, culture-derived OLCs of large size and showing
markers of mature oocytes were acquired from fertile as well as from menopausal women [13]. Ovarian
cortex portions were treated by immunomagnetic sorting using a rabbit anti-human Ddx4 antibody, and
the sorted populations were evaluated in their Fragilis and SSEA-4 expression. Using this procedure, we
isolated Ddx4+OSCs from 19 menopausal and 13 non-menopausal that were cultured up to 21 days. After
three weeks, large and small cells were individually isolated and typed for both early and late differentiation
markers. Large OLCs were then isolated by the DEPArray sorter, and SYCP3 and GDF-9 as terminal germline
markers, in combination with DPPA3 (developmental pluripotency-associated protein 3) as primordial
marker, were quantified by droplet digital PCR [13].
Despite the lower number of Dxd4+ cells including both Fragilis+ and SSEA-4+ fractions from
menopausal women with respect to the non-menopausal cohort, no differences were observed in the
RNA levels of both GDF-9 and SYCP3 in large cells, in contrast with undetectable amounts of DPPA3
mRNA, supporting the condition of mature cells along their own differentiative pathway (Figure 3).
Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2019, 20, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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To assess their final differentiation to OLCs, we explored the ploidy content by FISH
(fluorescence in situ hybridization) with probes for chromosomes X and 5. A single fluorescent
signal was detected in these large Ddx4+ differentiated cells, thus supporting their haploid state of
OLCs [13].
Our work, in junction with those from others, supports the terminal differentiation of OSCs
from the ovarian surface of both fertile and post‐menopausal women to mature OLCs
4. Novel Evidence Suggesting the Existence of OSCs
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in these large Ddx4+ differentiated cells, thus supporting their haploid state of OLCs [13].
Our work, in junction with those from others, supports the terminal differentiation of OSCs from
the ovarian surface of both fertile and post-menopausal women to mature OLCs
4. Novel Evidence Suggesting the Existence of OSCs
Despite a diffuse enthusiasm for these findings, in particular for the acquired information on the
real existence of OSCs, a few skepticism sometimes arises with respect to question whether or not
these cells are suitable to improve oogenesis resulting in prolongation and restoration of the fertility
potential in women [24].
To this regard, more recently, further evidence supported once again the occurrence of a postnatal
oogenesis from mammal germ cells [7]. In fact, in a recent study by Akahori and Colleagues, it has
been also hypothesized that the differentiation of OSCs to competent oocytes is directly supported
by somatic cells surrounding their location in cortical niches [25]. Indeed, undifferentiated granulosa
cells (UGCs), namely, defined cells which physiologically proliferate together with oocytes within the
developing follicles, regulate their final maturation resulting in the expression of stemness genes and
related markers [26]. By using the FACS sorting, the authors isolated a somatic ovarian cell population
expressing several stem cell associated genes as Pou5f1 (POU domain class-5 transcription factor-1) and
Nanog. These cells were subsequently expanded in vitro and showed typical UGC pattern including
the expression of both Foxl2 (Forkhead box L2) and Wnt4 (Wingless-type MMTV integration site family
member 4) genes, as well as FSH-R (receptor), thus confirming their potential role in sustaining the
postnatal oogenesis [27]. In this context, it has also been postulated that UGCs would hypothetically
derive from pluripotent stem cells (PSC) and can thus be isolated and successfully expanded in vitro
to support the OSC differentiation.
These findings in woman OSCs appear in line with previous data in animal models. By culturing
mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs), Hübner and his team observed several follicle-like structures
capable of steroidogenesis and support the extrusion of OLCs, which were referred to the UGC [28].
Subsequently, Woods et al. described the first study of UGCs adopting a dual-reporter mouse ESC
line engineered to shown both EGFP (enhanced green fluorescence protein) under the Pou5f1 gene
promoter, and DsRed (red fluorescent protein) under the Foxl2 control gene promoter, respectively, with
the aim to simultaneously observe the germ and granulosa cell development. Finally, they detected in
ESC cultures, the formation of follicle-like structures with EGFP-positive germ cells, namely OLCs,
enclosed within DsRed-positive somatic cells or pre-granulosa cells. When the DsRed-positive cells
were isolated by FACS and analyzed, a gene expression profile including Foxl2, Wnt4, Follistatin typical
of the UGC phenotype was showed. However, by extending the culture time, these cells underwent
a defined granulosa cell phenotype although at an early stage of differentiation with the activation
of FSH-R, AMH (anti-Müllerian hormone) and STAR (steroidogenic acute regulatory protein) gene
expression [29].
Thus, in search of a model improving OSC differentiation to mature oocytes, it is conceivable
that patient-derived induced-PSCs may be useful and putatively usable to generate autologous
granulosa cells to prompt OSC maturation and generation of new, mature oocytes [30]. To this purpose,
other investigators have recently suggested adopting patient-matched autologous mitochondria
from ovarian stem cells to evaluate the functional properties in oocytes [31], since incorporation of
appropriate somatic cell partners could permit their differentiation into fully functional eggs [32].
These results in the OSC basic investigative studies definitely support their existence and thus
open new avenues for future studies in the woman infertility field. On the other hand, the ovarian
stemness research parallels the data obtained in the testis stemness advancement. Recently, Hermann et
al. described the capability of spermatogenic stem cells from thawed testis to restore spermatogenesis
once transplanted in the gonad niche [33], while a similar approach was attempted by Sato and
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co-workers to promote spermatogenesis outside the body. In fact, they cultured in vitro immature
mouse testis obtaining spermatids that were intracytoplasmicly injected in oocytes resulting in fertile
offspring in rhesus monkey [34]. Therefore, such encouraging findings open new possibilities for
future adoption of OSC-based technologies to revert human ovary insufficiency.
5. OSC-Derived Oocytes: The Lesson from Animal Models
The knowledge improvement on the OSC topic was also advantaged by investigation in animal
models. In fact, particularly mice have been studied to explore the role and the potential applications of
these cells and by applying modern procedures of molecular medicine, it has been possible to generate
transgenic mice in which OSCs are fluorescently marked and easily identified in their evolution [35].
However, other species have also been used in studying postnatal oogenesis and Drosophila as
well as other invertebrates have been proved to generate new OLCs in adult life, but these animal
models lack a biologic similarity to allow direct comparison with mammals [36]. Moreover, adult pigs
have been investigated by Bui and co-workers who installed cultures of ovarian biopsies in which
OSCs expressing stemness markers were detected [37]. However, despite these proofs of existence
of neo-oogenesis in different animal species, Telfer and his group asserted that this evidence did not
prove the subsistence of a functional neo-oogenesis in adult human ovaries [38,39].
Thus, White and co-workers provided evidence of the existence of a cell population in both
adult mouse and human ovaries, that can be expanded in vitro forming oocyte-like structures and
expressing specific biomarkers as Ddx4, KIT (kit oncogene), LHX8 (LIM homeobox protein 8). To this
regard, the authors, not only optimized the collection of these cells but also revealed that under
suitable conditions both in vitro and in vivo, the OLCs were capable of being fertilized and undergoing
embryo development [11]. To prove these results, in their work, White and co-workers, first transfected
putative murine OSCs with a lineage marker expressing GFP, and then 5–6 months after the injection
into adult mice ovaries, showed that GFP-expressing oocytes could be recovered from newly ovulated
mice. The retrieved oocytes were thus subjected to in vitro fertilization and embryo culture. From
5 mice, 31 cumulus-oocyte complexes were recovered, and 8 out of them successfully owned the
GFP-expressing lineage marker in oocytes. Notably, from each of the 5 mice cohort, at least one
GFP-positive oocyte was retrieved, while all developmental stages up to the blastocyst formation were
demonstrated to bear GFP fluorescence [11].
Similarly, the authors isolated and transfected human OSCs from ovarian cortical strips of adult
women. The GFP-expressing OSCs were inoculated into human cortical strips and subsequently
transplanted into nonobese diabetic (NOD)-severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice, with the
detection after 7–14 days of a pool of oocytes surrounded by somatic cells expressing meiotic
markers [11].
These results provide a definitive trend of evidence on the function of OSCs in generating OLCs
in relation to the expression of the YBX2, as well as other oocyte-specific lineage markers as Ddx4,
KIT and LHX8, and counteract indeed the previous skepticism concerning proliferative, meiosis-entry,
follicle-formation and embryo-generation properties of the OSCs. Furthermore, the identification of
a small subpopulation of haploid cells suggests that, in certain circumstances, these cells have the
capacity to spontaneously undergo meiosis [11].
However, the desired translation of results from mouse model to human fertility applicative
programs is still far away for several obstacles mainly of ethical nature. The direct adoption of these
procedures in women with ovarian insufficiency will have to wait as additional studies are needed to
investigate their suitability and safety in humans.
6. A Perspective Utilization of Human OSCs for Women Infertility
Today, the female infertility is an emerging disorder with incidence as high as up to near 80 million
women worldwide and is suspected to further increase in the future, also in relation to multiple
endocrine dysfunctions promoted by lifestyle habits and environmental hazards [40].
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Female infertility is pathogenically related not only to a number of conditions as uterine
malformations, tubal obstruction, endocrine ovulatory disorders and cervical factors but also to
other disorders such as X-chromosome linked disorders, autoimmunity related endometriosis, ovarian
cysts and annessiectomy for benign or malignant ovary tumors inducing pre-mature exhaustion of the
oocyte pool [41]. Women suffering from premature ovarian failure (POF) or in perimenopause period
may ameliorate physiology of immune, circulatory and metabolic systems through diet, exercise and
healthcare implementation which can indirectly provide a suitable micro-environment to improve
ovarian function [42].
However, these precautions are not always functional, and women affected by ovarian defective
physiology are inclined to undergo specific therapeutic options including oocyte or embryo donation.
In this context the functional properties of the OSCs to restore the follicle pool are to be considered
a fruitful alternative approach not only to delay female genital aging and/or relieve the symptoms
associated with perimenopausal phase but also as a possibility to achieve a physiologic pregnancy
through both the differentiation and fertilization of these cells.
Another interesting application of fertility preservation by OSCs is to be also envisaged in women
undergoing cancer treatments during their fertile age. Before neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy
protocols as well as before ratiotherapy treatments, these patients are usually scheduled for recovering
and freezing their eggs after hormone stimulation. However, although functional in successfully
providing pregnancies, this procedure is not to be considered fully safe in particular in both pre-puberal
and fertile women suffering from hormone-dependent tumors such as breast and gynecological cancers.
In these patients, hormone stimulation to regulate ovulatory cycles and prepare for oocyte recruitment
is potentially dangerous since specific molecular pathways of hormonal receptors are highly sensitive to
the excess of estrogen bioavailability both in cancer cells and in other tissues expressing those receptors.
Therefore, a safe alternative to avoid hormone stimulation is provided by the recovering of OSCs from
the ovary cortex, subsequent differentiation in vitro on oocyte-like cells, selection of the most viable
oocytes, and cryopreservation of a number of these mature cells. This procedure can reset the adjunctive
cancerogenic risk of hormone stimulation in female patients with hormone-dependent neoplasms.
On the other hand, this procedure would also overcome the transplantation of autologous ovary
cortex which is sometimes used in several oncologic centers to preserve fertility in women undergoing
cancer treatments [42]. In fact, while the implant of the defrozen cortex fragment after cancer remission
may be unsuccessful to promote the oocyte maturation in relation to the unknown number of follicles
included in the cortex biopsy, the recruitment of a cohort of mature oocytes would offer the advantage
of selecting the most suitable eggs for the fertilization procedure.
Therefore, the OSCs for fertility preservation in cancer patients after treatment undoubtedly lead
to significant benefits for the lower risk of developing other tumors.
7. Conclusions
In conclusion, major progress has been made in the OSC field and it is time to arrive to a consensus
regarding their existence rather than maintaining skepticism by focusing on technical issues. Besides
the potential, future translation of this new knowledge into female infertility treatment, results from
OSC studies open new possibilities for the menopause delay in the control of associated morbidities
such as osteoporosis or restoring the ovarian function in cancer survivors. Based on preliminary
observations by Tilly’s group in mice, mitotically active OSCs have been definitely detected in human
ovarian cortex and experimental work by different groups of researchers including our own provide
evidence that these cells are capable of generating oocytes during the women lifespan.
Bhartiya and co-workers also demonstrated that VSELs located in the OSE naturally differentiate
into oocyte-like structures while we provided further evidence of the occurrence of OSCs in the ovarian
cortex of non-menopausal and menopausal women and the ability of these cells to differentiate to form
mature OLCs in vitro and acquire haploid chromosomal content.
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Horan and Williams, in their comprehensive review, have recently explained the contrasting
opinions on the OSC existence and on the potential use of these cells for fertility restoration.
Although today there is a wide debate on the physiological role of the OSCs in adult mammalian
ovaries and the regulatory networks that control OSC self-renewal capacity versus differentiation
into oocytes, additional studies are needed to demonstrate their suitability in humans and clarify the
scientific skepticism on the OSC potential to restore the oogenesis.
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